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Introduction 

• The UK is committed to the safe management and disposal of higher activity 

radioactive waste 

• This will be carried out through secure interim storage prior to final disposal 

in a deep geological disposal facility (GDF) 

• RWM is responsible for the delivery of such a facility 

• Site selection will be carried out through a siting process in partnership with 

local communities and government 

• RWM maintains a generic disposal system safety case (DSSC)  

for UK wastes, first published in 2010 

• The generic DSSC has been updated to 

reflect changes to the national inventory and improved 

understanding and will be published shortly 
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Introduction 

• Since 2010 RWM has undertaken a formal project to review and update its 

processes related to data and modelling 

• The project received strong support from RWM’s Executive team with a 

project board established to define direction and monitor progress 

• The updated DSSC was the first major product to utilise these processes 

• In this talk we will describe how RWM has developed its approach to data 

and model management and promoted a culture in which these operate 

effectively 
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Data and Model Management – Elements 

Aims and 
Principles 

Procedures 

System 
and Tools 

Training 
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Aims and Principles – Example 

Define high-level aims and principles 

• Data and information management is part of everyone’s role 
• Data are an asset 
• Data and information quality will be assured at source and maintained 
• Data and information will be accessible 
• Data and information integrity and security will be assured 

Use to define high-level implications 

• RWM will provide a means to discover and locate data for use/reuse 
• Data and information will be shared through a common mechanism, 

not from user to user 
• RWM will ensure availability of data and information through its 

business continuity and disaster recovery arrangements 
etc. 
 Use to define requirements for procedures, training, systems and tools 
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Data and Model Management – Elements 

• Data management procedure 

–process flow charts (e.g. how to register a new data set, report data errors) 

–accountabilities (owners and stewards) 

–data approval process 

–data quality attributes 

• uncertainty 

• provenance 

• applicability 

• relevance 

• Model management procedure 

–accountabilities (senior responsible owner, technical owner and user)1 

–model approval process 

–model Risk Assessment & Quality Plan (MRAQP) 
  

 

1    Review of quality assurance of Government analytical models: final report, HM Treasury, March 2013 
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Data and Model Management – Elements 

• Competence management procedure 

–competence definition statements 

–assessment and annual review (as part of performance development process) 

• Training 

– regular all staff briefings from project team and from CEO in business updates 

–staff training sessions 

–offsite contractor training sessions 

• Systems and tools 

–knowledgebase with search metadata 

–data repository with search metadata 

–DIG data management software 

–model repository and model register 

–Model Risk Assessment & Quality Plan (MRAQP) 
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Data Management – DIG Software  

• Custom designed Microsoft Windows software with graphical user interface 

• Used to create and edit Data Definition Forms and Data Use Forms for 

parameter values 

• Parameters may be deterministic, stochastic (PDFs) or linked files 

• Dimensionally aware 

• Copy/paste from Microsoft Excel 

• Integrated referencing system, linked to knowledgebase 

• Saves files using an XML format 

• Includes scripting library to allow export of parameter values to 

–GoldSim PA software 

–Microsoft Word 
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Data Management – DIG Software 
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Model Management – Register and MRAQP 

• A key component of the updated approach to model management is the 

requirement to hold a model register and Model Risk Assessment & Quality 

Plan (MRAQP) 

• The model register 

– identifies each active model used within the organisation 

–provides a link to the MRAQP 

–provides a link to the model files (read only) 

• The MRAQP is a live document using a common template 

which 

– identifies senior responsible owner and technical owner  

–describes uncertainties in the model 

–describes the uses of the model 
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Model Management – Register and MRAQP 

–describes the overall risk associated with the model 

• what are the implications to the business if this model is wrong? 

–contains a high-level quality plan for the model, consistent with risks 

identified 

• choice of modelling software and version control 

• level of checking and benchmarking 

• verification and validation 

• approval 

etc. 

• The MRAQP also provides guidance on the extent to which 

uncertainties and caveats need to be highlighted when presenting 

model outputs, together with any risk mitigations which have been 

identified 
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Data and Model Management – Reporting 

• Model Report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Data Report 
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Lessons Learned 

• Make sure data and modelling responsibilities and accountabilities are clearly 

defined and in the hands of suitable qualified and experienced staff 

• Make clear what types of data are, and are not, within the scope of the data 

management system 

• Consider data quality from the outset and record this with the data where possible 

(ideally during acquisition) 

• Don’t underestimate the time taken to manage data and quality check models 

– needs senior management support with business prioritisation to work most effectively 

• Store data in an electronic format which can be retrieved and used/reused 

– consider automatic export into modelling software, data reports etc. (well received by reviewers) 

• Take care with data precision 

• Make sure you understand where models exist in your organisation and how 

significant they are to your business 

• Make sure uncertainties in model outputs are understood and communicated with 

the results 

 


